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obsolescence definition meaning merriam webster
May 11 2024

the meaning of obsolescence is the process of becoming obsolete or the condition of being nearly obsolete how to use obsolescence in
a sentence

obsolescence english meaning cambridge dictionary
Apr 10 2024

obsolescence definition 1 the quality of being obsolete 2 the fact that a product is intentionally designed and made so learn more

obsolescence definition cambridge english dictionary
Mar 09 2024

obsolescence meaning 1 the quality of being obsolete 2 the fact that a product is intentionally designed and made so learn more

obsolescence wikipedia
Feb 08 2024

obsolescence is the process of becoming antiquated out of date old fashioned no longer in general use or no longer useful or the
condition of being in such a state when used in a biological sense it means imperfect or rudimentary when compared with the
corresponding part of other organisms

obsolescence management dau edu
Jan 07 2024

obsolescence management is a discipline in and of itself as the service life of a product extends beyond the technology life cycle
incorporated in the design problems with obsolescence and diminishing manufacturing sources and material shortages dmsms arise



obsolescence definition meaning dictionary com
Dec 06 2023

noun the state process or condition of being or becoming obsolete obsolescence a decline in the value of equipment or of a product
brought about by an introduction of new technology or by changes in demand see planned obsolescence

obsolescence definition examples quickonomics
Nov 05 2023

obsolescence refers to the process by which a product service or technology becomes outdated or no longer desired due to the
introduction of newer more efficient alternatives

what is planned obsolescence how strategy works and example
Oct 04 2023

planned obsolescence describes a strategy of deliberately ensuring that the current version of a given product will become out of date
or useless within a known time period this proactive move

obsolescence definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Sep 03 2023

noun the process of becoming obsolete falling into disuse or becoming out of date a policy of planned obsolescence see more see less
type of degeneration devolution the process of declining from a higher to a lower level of effective power or vitality or essential quality

obsolescence noun definition pictures pronunciation and
Aug 02 2023

noun ˌɒbsəˈlesns ˌɑːbsəˈlesns uncountable formal the state of becoming old fashioned and no longer useful products with built in
planned obsolescence designed not to last long so that people will have to buy new ones take your english to the next level



obsolescence risk what it is how it works investopedia
Jul 01 2023

obsolescence risk is the risk that a process product or technology used or produced by a company for profit will become obsolete and
thus no longer competitive in the marketplace this would

planned obsolescence wikipedia
May 31 2023

in economics and industrial design planned obsolescence also called built in obsolescence or premature obsolescence is the concept of
policies planning or designing a product with an artificially limited useful life or a purposely frail design so that it becomes obsolete
after a certain predetermined period of time upon which it

obsolescence meaning of obsolescence in longman dictionary
Apr 29 2023

obsolescence meaning definition what is obsolescence when something becomes old fashioned and learn more

obsolescence definition in american english collins english
Mar 29 2023

obsolescence is the state of being no longer needed because something newer or more efficient has been invented

functional obsolescence definition and examples investopedia
Feb 25 2023

what is functional obsolescence functional obsolescence is the reduction of an object s usefulness or desirability because of an
outdated design feature that cannot be easily changed or updated



designed to break planned obsolescence as corporate
Jan 27 2023

planned obsolescence is the practice of deliberately designing products to limit their life span to encourage replacement it is a
common business strategy for consumer goods with far reaching ecological and social consequences

obsoletion vs obsolescence which should you use in writing
Dec 26 2022

in summary both obsoletion and obsolescence are valuable terms for expressing the concept of becoming obsolete or outdated
obsoletion pertains more to the process while obsolescence focuses on the state or quality of being obsolete

types of obsolescence in commercial real estate explained
Nov 24 2022

in this article we discuss the three types of obsolescence in commercial real estate economic obsolescence functional obsolescence
and physical obsolescence we will define what each type of obsolescence is why the types of obsolescence matter and how investors
can protect against them

understanding functional obsolescence in appraisals
Oct 24 2022

for appraisers functional obsolescence can be a challenging concept because the elements that influence property values may not be
obvious or immediately apparent to help you better understand what it means and how to pinpoint it we re exploring some examples
the different types of functional obsolescence and how it can influence

obsolescence management for rail rolling stock subsystems
Sep 22 2022



as trains and their electric components age the risk of obsolescence looms large impacting safety reliability and efficiency to address
this challenge rail operators employ strategic approaches that span early identification standardization supplier collaboration and
technology integration
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